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Success Story

Testimonials
“Within 30 days of
completing the class, I
was able to secure a
permanent position
with a leading software
company.”
-Valeria Barker, Senior Quality
Assurance Analyst

"Thank you so much for the two interns you recommended for us. The level of knowledge they
brought to the job far exceeded what we expected in an intern. Not only is the application we test
very complex, the business knowledge (commodities trading) is very difficult to understand as well.
To my surprise, both interns were able to start contributing to the team their first week here, and
after that, required little supervision. Their work ethic was outstanding.
We will be happy to sponsor other intern candidates from your organization in the future, as our
need and space allow! Thank you for providing high quality and well-trained workers to the Quality
Assurance field." -- Jena Buttimer, Quality Assurance Manager, Intercontinental Exchange, LLC
"Attending classes at SofTest has changed my life. I was working in the field of medicine. Then I
decided to have a career change into QA testing. I heard about SofTest and decided to attend their
QA Classes. After attending several classes at SofTest, I took the certifications test and passed with
flying colors. Several weeks later I had a great job offer as an entry level QA Tester at a large Ecommerce company. My manager was very impressed with my QA knowledge. I told her about
SofTest and as a result the manager sent other employees to SofTest for training and certifications.
I would recommend the SofTest and certification program to anyone who would like to become
knowledgeable about the whole QA life cycle.” -- Manisha Patel, QA/Tester
"Just a word to say how much I benefited from the Certified Software Tester program that you
offer. It was excellent! I received the most out of Student exercises on Test preparation and
planning. The structured format presented for writing test plans is very good and helps
tremendously. The student handbook provided is also a very good reference and resource to aide
in test planning. Thanks for a very fine program for experienced and new software testers!” -Jackie Sims, Senior Software Tester
"The class provided me with the necessary input for evaluating resource requirements, estimating
and scheduling testing tasks and defining acceptance criteria. It also provided the necessary skill set
for monitoring progress throughout the entire project. I was taught proven methods for defining
test requirements and documenting test plans that will ensure any project within any industry, is
built upon a solid foundation. Within 30 days of completing the class I was able to secure a
permanent position with a leading software company. I have also received several consulting job
offers with several leading companies." -- Valeria Barker, Senior Quality Assurance Analyst
"I am a SofTest Certified Software Tester Professional. Prior to going through the SofTest
Certification program, I was working in the field without a solid foundation. Since attending the
SofTest training classes, everything has been put into perspective. As a result of the classes, I
immediately applied what I've learned from the SofTest Certified program to my job.
Thanks to the SofTest Certification program, my testing knowledge has improved greatly. The
company where I'm working, now has a SofTest Certified Software Tester Professional, that has
been in the industry for two (2) years, who can apply a more proficient and thorough method of
testing to its real world applications." -- Gwatoh Kroma, Test Engineer
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